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A simple mathematical proof is presented to establish a new result, namely that 
at the marginal state in the magnetohydrodynamic simple BCnard problem the total 
kinetic energy associated with a disturbance is greater than or equal to its total 
magnetic energy, in the regime Qu, < 3, where Q is the Chandrasekhar number and 
0, is the magnetic Prandtl number. This result, which was long sought after, is 
applicable for quite general boundary conditions and provides a sufficient condition 
for the validity of Chandrasekhar’s conjecture in magnetoconvection. ( 1988 
Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Pellew and Southwell’s [l] celebrated result establishes the validity of 
the principle of exchange of stabilities for the simple Benard problem. No 
such result, however, existed for a long time afterward in magneto- 
hydrodynamic case, when a uniform vertical magnetic field opposite to 
gravity is impressed upon the system, and the possibility of the occurrence 
of oscillatory motions, in this case, has been a matter of speculation only in 
the literature on the subject. Chandrasekhar [2] extended the proof of the 
exchange principle developed by Pellew and Southwell [l] for this more 
general problem and concluded that a sufficient condition for the validity 
of the exchange principle is that the total kinetic energy associated with a 
disturbance is greater than or equal to its magnetic energy. Since, however, 
one cannot a priori be certain when this sufftcient condition will be 
satisfied, Chandrasekhar [2] sought without success a regime in terms of 
the parameters of the system alone in which the validity of his sufficiency 
condition will be ensured and remarked “it will appear that the method of 
Pellew and Southwell is not quite strong enough to establish the principle 
for the problem in hand.” Unfortunately, he did not present a rigorous 
proof of his sufficiency condition and as a consequence it came to be 
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known in the literature on magnetoconvection as Chandrasekhar’s 
conjecture. A rigorous derivation of this conjecture together with the 
establishment of its regime of validity in the parameter space of the 
system alone were much sought after questions to be resolved following 
Chandrasekhar’s [2] work. Sherman and Ostrach [3] successfully 
answered the first question in a more general context when the fluid is 
completely confined in an arbitrary region and the uniform magnetic field 
is applied in any arbitrary direction, but failed to resolve the second. 
Banerjee et al. [4] in a recent paper obtained a sufficiency condition in 
terms of the parameters of the system alone for the validity of the exchange 
principle by utilizing a method which is essentially that of Pellew and 
Southwell [l] and this invalidated Chandrasekhar’s remark, but, sur- 
prisingly, they failed to see the connection between their own work and 
Chandrasekhar’s conjecture. 
An answer to the second question is given in the present paper. A simple 
mathematical proof is presented to establish that Chandrasekhar’s conjec- 
ture is valid in the regime Qa, < 3. This result is uniformly applicable for 
any combination of a dynamically free or rigid boundary when the regions 
outside the fluid are perfectly conducting or insulating. 
2. BASIC EQUATIONS AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
The basic equations and boundary conditions in their nondimensional 
forms, for the magnetohydrodynamic simple BCnard problem when a 
uniform vertical magnetic field opposite to gravity is impressed upon the 





(D2-u’-p),= -w (2) 
on both the boundaries (4) 
on both the boundaries (5) 
on a dynamically free boundary (6) 
on a rigid boundary (7) 
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hZ=O on both the boundaries if the regions outside 
the fluid are perfectly conducting 63) 
DhZ = f ah; on the boundaries if the regions outside 
the fluid are insulating, (9) 
where z is the vertical coordinate, z = 0 and z = 1 represent the two 
boundaries, D = d/dz, w is the vertical velocity, 0 is the temperature, hZ is 
the vertical magnetic field, R is the Rayleigh number, a2 is the square of the 
wave number, and p =pr + ipi is the complex growth rate, while the other 
symbols are as explained earlier. We note that R, Q, U, CJ~, and a2 are 
nonnegative numbers. 
Equations (l)-(3) and appropriate boundary conditions from (4)(9) 
pose an eigenvalue problem for p and we wish to characterize pi when 
p,>/o. 
3. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS 
We first treat the case when the regions outside the fluid are insulating 
and prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1. If p, 2 0 and Qa, < 3 then Eq. (3) and boundary conditions 
(4) and (9) imply that 
j’(lDw1*+a* lwl*)dz>Qcl j: (IDh;(‘+a’ Ih;12)dz. 
0 
Proof. Multiplying (3) by h,* (an asterisk denotes complex conjugation) 
and integrating the resulting equation over the range of z, we have 
D”-a2-F)h,dz= -1; h;Dwdz. (10) 
Integrating (10) by parts for a suitable number of times and making use of 
the boundary conditions (9), we obtain from the real part of the resulting 
equation 
a{(~h;~2)o+(~h;12),}+~’ (lDh,12+a2 Ih;12biz+p~j-’ lh;12 dz 
0 0 
= Real part of 5 ’ hr Dw dz 0 
(11) 
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(12) 
Further, (11) and boundary conditions (4) also imply 




= - Real part of wDhf dz 
6 I?;: wDh$ dzi ij; IwDht) dz 
d s : Iwl IDh,l dz 
d ’ (Iw12+ I%42)dz 
s 2 . 0 (14) 
Since p, > 0, we derive from (12) and (14) 




and hence (cf. Banerjee et al. [4]) 
j’ (lW12+a2 Ih,l2)dz+-’ (JDwj2+u2 Jwj2)dz. 
0 0 
Therefore, if, QG, < 3, we obtain from (16), 
(16) 
j’ (IW2+a2 lw12)dzBQq~; (IDhZ12+a2 Ih;12)dz (17) 
0 
and this establishes the theorem. 
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When the regions outside the fluid are perfectly conducting we have from 
(7) 
a{(lu*), + (lk12)1 ) = 0 (18) 
and it then follows from the above analysis that (17) is true in the regime 
Qa, d 3. We thus have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2. I f  p, 3 0 and Qo, d 3 then Eqs. (3) and boundary conditions 
(4) and (8) imply that 
j’ (IW*+a* IwI*)dz>Qo, j: (IDh,l*+a* Ih,l’)dz. (19) 
0 
We note [3] that the left-hand side of (17) or (19) represents the total 
kinetic energy associated with a disturbance while the right-hand side 
represents the total magnetic energy associated with a disturbance and thus 
we may state Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 in the following equivalent 
combined form: 
THEOREM 3. At the marginal or unstable state in the magneto- 
hydrodynamic simple BPnard problem, for any combination of a dynamically 
free or a rigid boundary when the regions outside the fluid are perfectly 
conducting or insulating, the total kinetic energy associated with a 
disturbance is greater than or equal to its total magnetic energy in the regime 
Qo, e 3. 
This proves Chandrasekhar’s conjecture in the regime Qo, < 3. 
Surprisingly, Banerjee et al. [4] did not pursue their investigation in this 
direction and as a consequence failed to see the connection between their 
own work and Chandrasekhar’s conjecture as mentioned earlier. The 
mathematical analysis presented in this paper, however, has surely an edge 
over that in [4] for the reasons of its striking simplicity and directness, 
showing that the validity of Chandrasekhar’s conjecture is a consequence of 
only the equation of magnetic induction together with the magnetic boun- 
dary condition and the fact that the horizontal boundaries are fixed, and 
being the first in this context to explicitly claim a long sought after result. 
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